
The service provides a visual representation of European 
infrastructure and financial market data along with the latest  

industry specific news.

Interpret the project procurement market clearly with our visualisation 
tools and analyze performance by company, sector and country, identifying 

potential future tender wins based on historical awards.

Know where your organisation ranks in our league tables which highlight top 
European engineering companies and create your own customised 

portfolio views displaying a complete digest of  
industry data.

VIEW brings together the tools required to support accurate, 
intelligent decision making... in one place.

VIEW is a new Web application delivering transparency across the 
Infrastructure and Construction industries. Providing valuable 

insight on the sector from a unique perspective.

Our data includes:

• More than 10 million Public
Procurement records

• 15 years share price and
fundamental data on listed
construction companies

• Specialised construction,
engineering and supply chain
news services with added
sentiment analysis

• Over 10,000 new data points
added daily

Financial data
Financial market and historical share price 
performance data relating to publicly traded 
companies allows users to identify market trends. 
This paired against a series of public procurement 
data points creates valuable insight for organisations  
looking for a competetive edge.

Industry Insight
News and analysis from key sources, anomaly 
detection, relationship identification, industry trends 
and sector insight. All linked using our proprietary 
schema and utilizing leading edge technology.

Giving users the ability to make comparisons against 
companies, projects and clients and analyse strengths 
and weaknesses.

If you would like to learn more about VIEW, please contact  
Trudy Evans, Estates and Infrastructure Data Operations Director, 
on 020 7397 2909, email data@eix.global, or visit www.eix.global/data
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Enabling intelligent decision making

Today, the infrastructure and construction industries face their 
biggest challenges to date.

The value of data is yet to be recognised and acknowledged past the completion of 
a project and as a result, finance and funding of infrastructure suffers.

Investment in these sectors is typically seen as higher risk by 
many institutional investors and innovation suffers even 
higher as a result.

Our mission is to transform 
diverse and complex 
data to support 
accurate, intelligent 
decision-making.
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